
length 1450mm
wing span 1330mm
weight 3.8-4.5kg
wing load 105g/dm²
recomended fan         Ø90mm  mit LiPo6S 5800mAh
or turbine from 35N
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Interceptor90
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general Information
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Thank you for choosing a kit from tomjets and thank you for your trust! Kits from
tomjets are not only unique in their design and flight characteristics, but also focus on
building as a new experience. Let yourself be surprised!

For the sake of order, it should be mentioned that it is by no means a toy and that
careful construction and flight are required. The responsibility for ensuring safety is
entirely with the builder or pilot.

The use of tools is limited to the following: Stanley knife, steel lineal, balsa plane, foil
iron, multifunction tool (cutting, grinding, drilling), soldering iron, pins, clamps,
brushes, cable ties, paper tape, sandpaper, superglue, white glue, 5min epoxy resin,
glue on PU base, nail polish remover, etc….
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kit content
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description pcs. comment

set of lasered ribs 1 10 sheets of poplar plywood 3mm

set of lasered trailing edges 1 aircraft plywood 0.4mm

servo cover lasered 7 birch plywood 2mm 

wing tube 1 carbontube Ø10x8x500mm

rudder horn 7 1,5mm Gfk, 1 pcs. per control surface

rudder hindge 21 Ø2,5 mm, 3 pcs. per control surface

hindge suupport 42 blasa block 12x25mm

canopy magnet 4 neodym Ø10x2

wingmount nut 2 press nut M4

wingmount screw 2 button head screw M4x20

screw for servocover 28 button head screw M2,2 x 6 mm

sticker tomjets 2 have to be applied necessarily! 
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optional content
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description comment

Interceptor90 3D-printed parts ECO nose, nozzle, airintake, wingtips standard FDM printed

Interceptor90 3D-printed parts PRO nose, nozzle, airintake, wingtips lasersintert high quality, low weight

Interceptor90 EDF kit 0,5mm PET for thrust pipe, velcro and antislippad for battery, 

Interceptor90 turbine kit low weight and performanceoptimized thrustpipe, 
1l fuelbladder, mountingbrackets for tank and thrustpipe

Interceptor90 laserd balsa kit 10 sheets 1000x300mm lasered modelspezific 2mm balsawood

Interceptor90 decals tomjets design, CNC precut, self-adhesive

Interceptor90 retracts Inclusive landing gear and brake controller + door sequencer
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fuselage
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fuselage front
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The front and rear parts of the fuselage can also be put together outside of the jig
and then put together in the jig and finally glued.

The 3D-printed air 
intakes must be glued 
directly when 
assembling the front 
fuselage.
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fuselage rear
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main wing
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Assemble the left side mirror-inverted. Glue the carbon tube directly.
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horizontal stabilizer
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Assemble the left elevator together mirror-inverted.
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vertical stabilizer
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planking of the first side
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planking of the first side
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planking of the first side
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I use PU-based glue on the leading edges. It foams up nicely over a large area so that I
can sand down the nose area later.
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planking of the first side
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Consider whether you want to use one channel or two channels for the elevators or
flaps. Changing the direction of the rudder deflections by changing the position of
the control horns. Using the same method, you can adapt the rudder deflection to
nose gear steering deflection.
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planking of the first side
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planking of the first side
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servo and landing gear ports
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By piercing pins, you can easily transfer markings from the inside out
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planking of the second side
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After you have planked the first side you can take the components out of the 
slipway, pinch off the legs and plank the second side
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planking of the second side
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planking of the second side
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cut out of the control surfaces
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applying the shrink foil
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When foiling, it is advisable to start with the small areas first and then the large ones.
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gluing of the hinges
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You can use paper tape to protect your surfaces from leaking adhesive. You can use the
soldering iron to burn out the holes for the hinges.
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gluing the hinges
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Before gluing, you absolutely have to coat the
hinges with release agent. I just use regular
Nivea hand cream. For gluing I use the foaming
glue based on PU.
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gluing the horicontal stabilizer
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After you have foiled the fuselage and tail, you can glue the elevator and vertical tail
with 5min epoxy
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gluing the vertical stabilizer
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Pay attention to the vertical alignment of the rudder by equating the distance to the
wing tips on both sides.
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gluing the vertical stabilizer
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In addition to the visual aspect, it is also structurally essential to glue the tailplane and
rudder from the outside with 5min epoxy. Remove excess resin with nail polish
remover. Before gluing remove the shrink foil from the splice!
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installation of the servos
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Installing the components
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installing the components
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gluing the canopy
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The canopy is glued when the frame is
installed to exclude an air gap between the
magnets due to possible tension.

Use cling film to make sure the canopy
doesn't stick to the fuselage.
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final tasks
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Congrats, your Interceptor is now almost complete. Take a look at the COG, program
your remote control and check all functions!
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settings
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elevator ± 20 mm + 20% expo
aileron ± 20 mm + 20% expo
Rudder ± 25 mm + 20% expo
CoG 80-100mm 
flaps landing 40mm
flaps start 20mm
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